Abstract Telemedicine has evolved rapidly in recent years to enable unprecedented access to digital medical data, such as with networked image distribution/sharing and online (distant) collaborative diagnosis, largely due to the advances in telecommunication and multimedia technologies. However, interactive collaboration systems which control editing of an object among multiple users are often limited to a simple "locking" mechanism based on a conventional client/server architecture, where only one user edits the object which is located in a specific server, while all other users become viewers. Such systems fail to provide the needs of a modern day telemedicine applications that demand simultaneous editing of the medical data distributed in diverse local sites. In this study, we introduce a novel system for telemedicine applications, with its application to an interactive segmentation of volumetric medical images. We innovate by proposing a collaborative mechanism with a scalable data sharing architecture which makes users interactively edit on a single shared image scattered in local sites, thus enabling collaborative editing for, e.g., collaborative diagnosis, teaching, and training. We demonstrate our collaborative telemedicine mechanism with a prototype image edit- ing system developed and evaluated with a user case study. Our result suggests that the ability for collaborative editing in a telemedicine context can be of great benefit and hold promising potential for further research.
Introduction
Moving ahead from simple text, image, and video communications, modern telemedicine applications are capable of supporting complex communications and networked multimedia technologies [26] and have led to many healthcare benefits, e.g., telesurgery applications that use image-guided robotics and real-time consultation (teleconferencing) for distance surgery [15] and telemonitoring systems for elderly prevention and care by using wireless sensory devices to communicate the status/condition of patients with physicians [19] . In particular, teleradiology, a telemedicine system that involves the electronic transmission of digital radiographic images (e.g., Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and X-ray) from one geographical location to another, has revolutionized the healthcare practices by enabling efficient distribution and sharing of medical images. Teleradiology has evolved from teleconferencing and shared 2D images running on imaging workstations with local area network (LAN) [27] to current state-of-the-art systems that are capable of streaming volumetric medical images in real-time via a wireless network [18] . Moreover, these modern systems now support thin client/cloud computing [1] that processes (e.g., volume rendering) and stores all the medical image data in a client-server (C/S) architecture.
However, despite the remarkable growth in telemedicine capabilities for distributed/networked applications, little progress has been made in the mechanism that enables real-time interactive collaboration among multiple users in, e.g., teleradiology. In collaborative telemedicine applications, typical tools include the usual text-and video-based interaction, image navigation, and in more sophisticated systems, image editing functions which we refer to hereon as "collaborative editing." Basic collaborative editing involves appending information to the image without changing the image's state, e.g., textual annotations and measurements using a ruler or simple brightness/contrast state changes of an image and lookup table of the image stack using a simple strict locking concurrency control mechanism [18, 22] . Unfortunately, these studies limit real-time interactive performance of users because only a single user, who has ownership of the shared object (lock of the object), can edit the object, while the others have to wait until the lock is released by the current owner. Such mechanism fails to provide sufficient scalability in terms of interactivity among a group of users. These studies also limit shareability of information because they assume that all the shared data is located on a specific server.
In this study, we present a collaborative telemedicine system for real-time and interactive segmentation of volumetric medical images. In our approach, we relax the temporal and spatial constraints for collaborative editing. Unlike with conventional strict locking mechanism, our approach allows multiple users to simultaneously update the shared medical images without waiting for the lock to be released by a user. To achieve this, we introduce a two-tier sharing architecture [8] with an iterative simulation process. In our approach, multiple users can request updates on the shared data within a time range (one simulation cycle), where these requests are used to the simulation parameters and let wrong inputs be amended by simulation algorithm iteratively and progressively. This is an extension to our previous study [21] , in which the concept of using a collaborative mechanism for real-time interactive medical image segmentation among multiple users was demonstrated by prototyping scenarios for education and clinical usage. To utilize the diverse medical data scattered in the distributed sites for collaborative telemedicine, we relax a spatial constraint in the traditional C/S architecture which exploits the publish/subscribe paradigm [6] with a "Group" concept which provides functionality for efficiently formulating a collaborative session and supporting interactions among users in the session. In our approach, each site can be a server node if it has the medical data to be shared by a group of users. A user can load the medical data, and other users can join to the session at anytime.
Two case scenarios, representing the potential usage of our collaborative telemedicine system, are evaluated with a Fig. 1 Overview of our proposed system architecture for collaborative editing. The medical semantic layer (top) handles the simulation and user interaction, while the collaborative support layer (bottom) provides the collaboration mechanism user survey to measure the usefulness and the practicability of our system in real usage situations. The two scenarios are (i) "Teacher-Students" scenario: An experienced physician is over-looking and guiding the iterative segmentation of an image by one or more trainees; and (ii) "Expert-Expert" scenario: Two or more experts are simultaneously segmenting the same volumetric image data. Our user survey results suggest that the proposed system is a promising collaborative system for the evaluated scenario applications.
The rest of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, different components of the proposed framework are presented. This is followed by the introduction of our proposed collaborative editing mechanism and interactive segmentation algorithm in Sect. 3 and 4, respectively. Then, implementation details are given in Sect. 5. The experimental results and user case study are analyzed and discussed in Sects. 6 and 7, respectively. Finally, concluding remarks are stated in Sect. 8.
The collaborative telemedicine system
Our collaborative telemedicine system consists of two architectural layers: the collaboration support layer and medical semantic layer as shown in Fig. 1 . The first layer provides mechanisms to enable real-time interactive collaboration among the users by relaxing the temporal and the spatial constraints that limit the conventional collaborative medical systems. The second layer contains the simulation of the medical data and also the user interface components that controls the simulation.
Collaboration support layer
To make users exploit the medical data in their local site for sharing during collaboration, a user who has the data can become a host, according to the event-based publish/subscribe paradigm [6] . In this approach, medical data can be shared from any user and does not need to be located in a specific server. However, it does not provide sufficient methods to formulate a group for collaboration and to customize interactions among users in the group adapting to application semantics or policies. For this, the Group concept is introduced on top of the publish/subscribe paradigm. A Group is defined as a collection of distinct entities that share the same contexts satisfying constraints, according to
where e is an entity, and f is a context function. An entity e is a user or an object. Each entity has its own property and can be included in multiple distinct groups. A context function f is defined with properties of entities and external contexts, e.g., device capabilities and network conditions. The Collaboration support layer consists of three main components: Session Manager, Interaction Substrate, and Consistency Manager which utilize the "Group" concept to relax the spatial constraint. We define a session, which is inherited from group component, as a group of users who share the same interest on a medical dataset. It provides users with the interfaces for entering or leaving its collaborative editing of medical data and membership management and contains specific constraints applied to the session. Session can easily control membership using the basic functions of the group (e.g., add and remove). Multiple sessions are managed in an intermediate node which runs on a separate machine. For dynamic management of sessions, the multisession controller, which holds a list of session references, provides users with the interfaces for initiation, termination, selection, join, leave, creation, and deletion of a medical collaboration session. Once a user initiates the collaboration session and loads a medical data, multiple users can connect to the session and start the collaboration. When one of the users selects a segmentation command, an iteration of the segmentation is executed, and the results are relayed to all the users in the session. The results are composed of the image data (slice) and segmentation data (segmentation overlay). At any point, any user can collaboratively segment the image by adjusting the segmentation parameters via interactive image annotation. These parameters are then inserted as new constraints in the segmentation and used in the next segmentation iteration process which will be described in detail in Sect. 4.
To enable users to interact with each other, a set of welldefined interaction protocol is required. Group provides basic functions, e.g., union, intersection, and difference. Application developers can define their own context function f to create a group based on application semantics. For example, to make a subset of members interact with each other, filter function can be defined, and to broadcast to other groups, aggregation function can be defined as follows:
A filter is a method that makes a subgroup from a group, which holds the following conditions:
-If x is a member of a group A, then x is also a member of group B, where
An aggregation is a method that makes a supergroup from groups, which holds the following conditions:
Apart from traditional Distributed Virtual Environment systems (DVEs) [13, 16, 23] which mostly exploited spatial relationship, e.g., region of interest [5, 13] , to filter interaction events, in our system, context function is used to manage interactions among users. A context function is formulated with the current contexts of devices, such as network and computational resources, display size, etc. It gives freedom to developers to make filters with specific application requirements. In the current implementation, we developed an exemplary context function which allows users to participate in a collaborative session with diverse devices, e.g., Ultra-Mobile PC (UMPC), desktop computer, without degrading interactive performance of users.
One of the key issues in the Consistency Manager is to provide ways to manipulate the shared medical data concurrently and to share consistent views among the users. The proposed system provides a monolithic view as well as polymorphic views sharing among users in a session. The former implies that a group of user shares the exactly same view of the shared data, and the later implies that a group of users has the different views of the shared data but user interactions are shared among users in both approaches. The proposed system provides a policy-based optimistic concurrency control scheme which allows users to update objects without conflict checks with others and thus to interact with objects more naturally exploiting application contexts. More details will be described in Sect. 3.
Medical semantic layer
The medical semantic layer provides the segmentation simulation, rendering of the 3D medical data and the application policies to the collaboration support layer, which allows customizing the interactions among the users and the collaboration algorithms. The core components are the Segmentation Simulator, View Generator, Slice Producer, Thin Simulator, and the Viewers, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The Segmentation Simulator is encapsulated into a service and continuously provides the deformed mesh after a simulation cycle to its subscribers. The Slice Producer and View Generator take the output of the simulation and process it further to generate views on the subscribers. The Thin Simulator on the subscriber, which is a logical correspondence of the Segmentation Simulator on the producer side, is capable of sending commands to the simulation in order to modify its parameters. The Thin Simulator also subscribes to the Slice Producer for the visualization of the current slice. Through its interface, an input taken from keyboard and mouse is translated into simulation commands and sent to the Segmentation simulation service. The Slice Producer processes the deformed mesh into a contour plot for the Thin Simulators. Whenever a subscriber changes a slice, the Slice Producer sends the corresponding MRI image to the subscriber. The Viewer on subscriber side, which provides 3D visualization of the full mesh (segmentation), is separate from the Thin Simulator. The Viewer presents a remote rendered 3D representation provided by the View Generator on publisher side. The View Generator takes the deformed mesh and renders the 3D mesh. The resulting 2D image is compressed and sent to the subscribers. Another functionality of the View Generator is to generate user interfaces adapting to the current device capabilities of the subscribers.
Collaborative editing mechanism
To enable real-time and interactive editing over conventional methods [3, 13] , such as strict "locking" concurrency control, a two-tiered sharing approach [8] that consists of a semantics-tier and a presentation-tier is used as shown in Fig. 2 .
This approach enables the semantics (3D Image + 3D deformable models) to be shared and thus can instantiate more than one presentation (2D slice image + segmentation overlay), which is in term, shared among all the users in a collaborative session. A polymorphic presentation of the shared semantics is dynamically generated when a group of users request edits (e.g., new slice position on the stack, B/C change, segmentation constraints) within a simulation cycle. The generated presentation is replicated to each user of the group, not only to support direct manipulation on the replicated presentation but also to continuously support the users to collaborate even in the event of a transient network failure. Users can temporally manipulate, update, and annotate on the presentation within a simulation cycle.
In our approach, rather than accepting inputs from only a single subscriber within a time frame, multiple parameters (changes) from multiple subscribers are used in the segmentation process. Parameters can be global (e.g., weight coefficients) or local (e.g., local constraints) as used in an example in Sect. 4. This mechanism allows the users to manipulate objects without waiting to get ownership of the lock to update the segmentation overlay. However, in collaborative editing, it is difficult to identify which input parameters are responsible for the segmentation evolution, especially when the segmentation result is unexpected, due to all inputs from the users having an influence on the segmentation evolution. A common method to track the parameter for segmentation is to implement a rollback mechanism [5] . Rollback is the process of recording all the input parameters which can be used to "roll" back to the previous input in the segmentation evolution. Nevertheless, it is hard to apply such rollback mechanism because this makes the system complex for the users in undoing and redoing of the previous actions.
To overcome this, three strategies are proposed. Firstly, segmentation algorithm must be iterative, thereby enabling different users to amend, stop, and resume the segmentation process. Most importantly, each iteration has to provide intermediate results that provide sufficient feedback to the user for correct interpretation. This provides efficient monitoring of the algorithm evolution. Secondly, changes made by the users have an immediate influence in its local view so that the user may receive instant feedback. Thirdly, weight factor policy is used to fuse inputs from the users. For example, inputs from an expert have higher weight than inputs from student in our "Teacher-Students" use case scenario.
Multiuser iterative image segmentation
Our segmentation algorithm is based on an iterative and progressive evolution of physically based discrete deformable models [7, 20, 24] . In our case, these deformable models are represented by 2-Simplex meshes [4] that deform under the influence of "forces." Each mesh vertex is considered as a particle with mass whose state (position and velocity) is derived from the Newtonian law of motion and the applied forces. At each iteration step, the particles state is updated by an implicit Euler numerical integration. External forces are based on image information (e.g., gradients, intensity distribution) to drive the model towards the desired anatomical boundaries. Conversely, internal forces enforce the mesh geometry to respect smoothness and shape constraints. Shape constraints derive from statistical shape models (SSM) [10] that ensure that meshes can only adopt valid configurations expressed by statistics inferred from a collection of training shapes. SSMs proved to be very efficient and robust in medical image segmentation [9] and have been Fig. 3 Example of constraint points on an MRI image. The blue (left), red (middle) and yellow (right) points represent the internal, external and frontier points, respectively. The deforming mesh is in green Fig. 4 Illustration of internal constraint points (CPs): The closest face (P 0 ; P 1 ) to the CP P is attracted by creating 2 forces f 1 and f 2 on P 0 and P 1 , respectively, whose calculation depends on P and its projection P ⊥ on the face successfully applied to segment a wide variety of structures (e.g., bone [12, 20] , liver [9] , and bladder [2] ).
Our segmentation algorithm allows the simultaneous segmentation of various structures of interest. To cope with models interpenetration, efficient collision detection and response [25] are implemented. Coupled with a multiresolution approach (from coarse to fine), a fast and interactive segmentation algorithm is derived. In order to monitor and possibly correct the algorithm evolution, interactive control must be provided to the users [17] , especially in our context of collaborative editing. This is achieved by the means of "internal", "external", or "frontier" constraint points that deform the mesh so that the points are respectively in the interior, at the exterior, or on the surface of the mesh (see Fig. 3 and [21] ).
In practice, constraint points attract or repel meshes by creating forces on some vertices. An example of an internal constraint point P is depicted in Fig. 4 , where the closest face of the mesh, here represented by two vertices P 0 and P 1 , is attracted under the action of two forces f 1 and f 2 . Each force f i is computed as
where w i is the barycentric weight computed from the projection P ⊥ of P p on the face, and α denotes a global weighting coefficient specific to the constraint point type (internal, external, or frontier). These external forces have a local influence (closest faces are only affected), while the modification of the force weight α can globally affect the segmentation since all constraint point forces of same type share the same weight. The use of the weights in our collaborative editing mechanism is discussed in the following sections and explains how such weights can be tuned to account for the various collaborative segmentation scenarios.
This segmentation algorithm is thus a good candidate for our collaborative application as it fulfills the requirements defined in Sect. 3 and allows the concurrent segmentation of multiple structures. In this case, the model's contour and the constraint points are overlaid in the slice and represent what was previously denoted in Sect. 3 as "segmentation overlay" (see also Fig. 2 ).
Collaborative telemedicine system implementation
For collaborative segmentation, we have selected a volumetric MRI data of the lower limbs. This data was selected to provide an interesting multiuser case scenario, where the segmentation is challenging due to the poor image quality and inhomogeneous intensities within its structure (imposed by hardware and protocol restrictions) [20] and thus stands to benefit largely from multiple users to concurrently aid in the segmentation process. Moreover, this data offer many different types of anatomical structures that need to be segmented, e.g., bones and various types of muscles, thus benefiting from the collaborative segmentation of multiple structures concurrently.
Scenarios
In order to illustrate the concepts of the proposed collaborative telemedicine system, two scenarios were designed and evaluated.
Teacher-Students scenario.
A teacher shows to students the reading of medical images and the concept of semiautomatic segmentation for ROI annotation on these images. In this scenario, both the teacher and the students have access to their own computers which have our proposed collaborative editing medical viewer installed. A group session is started, and all the students observe the segmentation evolution as the teacher initiates the segmentation and changes the viewing slice across the dataset. Then the teacher shows how to manually and locally correct the segmentation evolution by inserting various constraint points. Once this simple principle is explained, students are invited to interact with the segmentation process. The teachers are assigned greater "weight" to the constraint points than the students, thus, enabling the teacher to override students' constraints.
Expert-Expert scenario. Two (or more) experts are segmenting the same dataset. Each of them can monitor and modify the segmentation in different parts (structures) of the volumetric dataset hence expediting the segmentation process. As with the Teacher-Students scenario, when experts work in the same slice, weights may be allocated based on the experience of the users, thus giving more priority on the segmentation constraints to the more experienced user. A teacher (center) uses her laptop to monitor and guide the two students in a collaborative segmentation session, where one student is using a portable device (left), and the other is using a conventional workstation (right)
Prototype development
A publisher owns the semantics and constitutes the 3D processing modules in Medical Semantic Layer (Fig. 1) , while subscribers share and edit the polymorphic presentations. A publisher has a 3D rendering view and a 2D view. In this current implementation, the 3D rendering is only for illustrative purposes and not used in the collaborative editing, and only the 2D view is distributed to the users. The views can be synchronized, which means that all the users observe the same slice. This particular mode is appropriate in the Teacher-Students scenario described in Sect. 5.1, in which the teacher first segments, while the students only observe as shown in Fig. 5 . A second mode consists in letting the users to view a slice independently to the other users in the same session. This option is essential for the second case scenario, in which experts can segment different parts of the same dataset. The 2D viewer consists of the standard image manipulations controls: LUT change, B/C, scaling, and annotation, in addition to be able to change image slices (moving up and down in the image stack). Each subscriber is assigned to a unique annotation color and can either add or remove constraint points on the image (via mouse selection) as a segmentation parameter. Per iteration cycle, the publisher compiles all the parameters and executes the control based on time-stamp (firstcome, first-serve) and event management in Interaction substrate component. Multiple manipulations are possible, e.g., LUT change and segmentation change, in a single iteration cycle.
Performance analysis
We evaluated the interactive performance of our proposed collaborative telemedicine system with two example scenarios (in Sect. 5.1). In the first experiment, the TeacherStudents scenario was simulated, where 20 users concurrently joined in a collaborative session, where one user (acting as the teacher) operated on an image volume (260 × 511 × 242) consisting of 21 models of the muscles, while the other users (acting as the students) observed the segmentation. In the second experiment, the Expert-Expert scenario was considered, i.e., two users with their own computers were requested to concurrently segment four different bone models on an volumetric MRI (dimensions of 483 × 358 × 270 voxels). We configured subscribers and a publisher with Windows XP, P4 CPU at 3.40 GHz, 2 GB RAM, GeForce 7800GT connected to LAN. For each experiment, we measured the frame per second (fps) on both the publisher and the subscriber sides. We averaged the fps over 100 segmentation iterations (simulation time period). In the first experiment, we had 3.8 fps on the publisher and 3.2 fps on the subscribers on average. In the second scenario experiment, we had 4.6 fps on the publisher, and the averaging of the subscribers resulted in 4.2 fps. Simulation results show that our system does not expose significant degradation in system responsiveness, while the number of participants is increased.
Performance was mostly bounded by the segmentation iteration on the publisher. A subscriber, which only needs to display the transmitted images and send segmentation parameter requests, used less than 1 MB of memory and less than 1% of CPU consumption. The complexity of the segmentation, in terms of memory consumption and computation speed, was mostly related to the size of the segmented image and the number of structures (models) that were simultaneously segmented. These factors were expected to also have an impact on the system as the image data, and the models contours (overlaid on the slice at the subscriber side) need to be sent over the network.
User case study
In order to measure the usability of our collaborative system, we ran a controlled experiment with 10 participants (5 males and 5 females; ages between 20 to 36 years). Among these 10 participants, two were considered experts (users with experiences in medical image analysis), and eight were included as students.
Experiment design
We conducted repeated measures experiments, where the same subjects were used for the two scenarios in Sect. 5. In this experiment, the only user feedback variable manipulated is that of "type of collaborative editing algorithm." Two dependent variables were measured as follows: -Task Completion Time: time taken to complete the segmentation on a single image. -Segmentation Error: errors between segmented and the reference segmentation.
We also measured user satisfaction using questionnaire as follows:
-User Satisfaction: which type of algorithm fulfilled the best requirements for the specific scenario?
We devised a questionnaire based on a well-known IBM Post-Study questionnaire framework [14] . Ten questions were designed to measure the proposed system's usefulness based on 5-point graphic scales, anchored at the end points with the terms "Strongly agree" for 1 and "Strongly disagree" for 5. Spaces were available at the end of the questionnaire for user comments.
Tasks and procedures
Participants were asked to learn our system with a simple introductory manual which exemplifies the usage of the system. All participants had no prior exposure to the application. After participants were given only a basic introduction and a few minutes to play with the application, they were then further instructed on the use of the application by participating in the Teacher-Students scenario. Participants were given two tasks: each participant had to collaborate with another user in a segmentation task on an image using firstly the strict locking algorithm and then our proposed collaborative mechanism. Pairs of participants were randomly chosen. The segmentation consisted of segmenting four bone structures on an MRI (single slice image) as accurately as possible within the shortest time possible. Bone models were initialized sufficiently close to the structures to be segmented so that the users could drive the meshes towards the structures through applying the three types of constraint points (see Sect. 4). The ground truth segmentation was a priori computed by experts for use as a benchmark in calculating the segmentation error. For a given mesh contour resulting from a user segmentation, an error e 1 was computed as the Euclidean distance between each point of the contour and its closer point on the reference contour. The same was done by inverting roles of user and reference contours to get an error e 2 . The final segmentation error for a mesh was thus the sum e 1 + e 2 . By averaging the errors for all the bones, average symmetric distance error in millimeter (mm) was calculated. After completing the tasks, participants filled in a questionnaire.
Results
We calculated discrete statistics for every dependent variable and user satisfaction from the conducted survey. Figure 6 shows the average time taken by nonexpert participants to complete their tasks. Using the proposed system, participants finished their task earlier compared to the strict locking-based system because participants could update their inputs without waiting the other user to release the lock. Another reason is that each participant could work on different model contours at the same time. We observed that in some cases with strict locking approach, a participant did not release the lock preventing the other participant to improve the segmentation even though she/he had a better idea to complete the task.
Task Completion Time.
Segmentation Error. The obtained results revealed that participants' segmentation error using strict locking was 4% greater on average than using our proposed mechanism, as shown in Fig. 7 . From our observation, this was attributed to Fig. 8 Average of the selected questions in questionnaire the fact that the participants were able to correct each other's errors, where the agreements from both the participants were more accurate than from an individual user.
User Satisfaction. From the questionnaires a qualitative user satisfaction analysis was derived. Most participants were strongly or moderately satisfied with the collaborative algorithm as shown in Fig. 8 . No participant strongly disapproved the use of both the proposed algorithm and the strict locking algorithm. Similarly, participants reported that they could effectively complete their tasks both with the proposed algorithm and strict locking algorithm. Importantly, participants felt more comfortable to collaborate with others with the proposed algorithm because more freedom was given and it was not necessary to wait for the lock to be released.
Participants were asked to comment in the questionnaire. Two participants reported that strict locking algorithm needed a floor control which manages participants' turn to access the shared object or at least other communication facilities, such as chat, to negotiate their turn because they felt uncomfortable to wait until lock is released. Two participants reported that they felt a little bit uncomfortable to interact with others because the simulation responsiveness was relatively low in both cases since their inputs (constraint points) progressively affected the segmentation instead of having an instantaneous effect. As explained in Sect. 3, the progressive changes of the segmentation evolution are essential to be able to detect and correct errors sufficiently early. Finally, in the context of our specific physically based segmentation, creating large "brutal" changes may create instabilities in the simulation and thus ultimately affect the quality of the segmentation. Further, as mentioned in Section 6, a more powerful workstation for the publisher would yield a faster simulation.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we proposed a collaborative telemedicine system for real-time and interactive segmentation of volumetric medical images and demonstrated its usefulness with two case scenarios: Teacher-Students and Expert-Expert collaborative editing. User evaluation was conducted which measured the enhancements with our approach in comparison to the conventional strict locking collaborative system. We conducted some preliminary tests on a UMPC over a wireless network, and similar performance was observed. Future work will mostly focus on dynamic polymorphic presentation (volumetric view and user interface) adaptation and context-aware network adaptation according to the current device capability in order to support variety of users to collaborate with each other exploiting diverse devices. Moreover, alternative segmentation approaches, e.g., based on ITK [11] , will be also considered to improve the extensibility of our framework.
